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Easy-to-use.


Hierarchy is king.


User friendly.


Respect space.


Interactions.


Guidelines.

Purpose
This Ebook is for fellow beginners who want some tips on creating compelling, professional, 

and delightful design interfaces or a more experienced designer who wants to refresh some 

knowledge.


We chose some of the essential tips that we consider crucial for helping you reach the stars!



Typography

01.



Carefully Choosing Font Families
Complex typography may need a larger size to be legible. It's important to choose a font ready 
for digital projects.

Search engines

With so many different ways today to 
find information online, it can sometimes 
be hard to know where to go to first. I 
want to look at the major and most 
effective ways to find information online.   
The biggest and most commonly used 
method is to use a search engine such 
as : Google, Yahoo, or Msn. 

Search engines
With so many different ways today to find 
information online, it can sometimes be hard to know 
where to go to first. I want to look at the major and 
most effective ways to find information online.   The 
biggest and most commonly used method is to use a 
search engine such as : Google, Yahoo, or Msn. 

Do

Common font

Good for reading 

Low legibilitycheck

check

times

Don’t
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Search engines

Explore all

With so many different ways today to 
find information online, it can sometimes 
be hard to know where to go to first. I 
want to look at the major and most 
effective ways to find information online.   
The biggest and most commonly used 
method is to use a search engine such as 
: Google, Yahoo, or Msn. 

Search engines

Explore all

With so many different ways today to 
find information online, it can sometimes 
be hard to know where to go to first. I 
want to look at the major and most 
effective ways to find information online.   
The biggest and most commonly used 
method is to use a search engine such as 
: Google, Yahoo, or Msn. 

Do Don’t

Improved legibility

Line height with more space

Lines to cluttered togethercheck

check

times

When reading long texts, it 

contributes to eye fatigue.

times

5

Increase Space Between text 
lines
Line height is your friend, and it will help the users read and scan larger blocks of text faster.


Also, improve the legibility, making it more comfortable to read.



Lead Accounts Planner

In short, account coordinators, executives 
and managers know what the client wants 
(or needs) and account planners know 
what the consumer wants. The account 
planner drives the strategic direction of 
each campaign, and ensures the creative 
work not only fits the brand but is also 
strategically focused.



Account planning is a process of building 
strategic plans to improve value-driven 
relationships with your key customers that 
can help in long-term development and 
retention, thereby maximizing the revenue 
potential. Effective account plans help 
account managers to gain a more 
in-depth understanding of the client.



Advertising account planners work closely 
with agency accounts and creative staff, 
producing briefs to ensure campaign ideas 
and strategies are effective and targeted 
to the right audience. Jobs will typically be 
with advertising agencies, or in media 
advertising departments.

Lead Accounts Planner

In short, account coordinators, executives and managers 
know what the client wants (or needs) and account 
planners know what the consumer wants. The account 
planner drives the strategic direction of each campaign, 
and ensures the creative work not only fits the brand but 
is also strategically focused.



Account planning is a process of building strategic plans 
to improve value-driven relationships with your key 
customers that can help in long-term development and 
retention, thereby maximizing the revenue potential. 
Effective account plans help account managers to gain a 
more in-depth understanding of the client.



Advertising account planners work closely with agency 
accounts and creative staff, producing briefs to ensure 
campaign ideas and strategies are effective and 
targeted to the right audience. Jobs will typically be with 
advertising agencies, or in media advertising 
departments.

Body text 14px minimum

Legibility improved

Body text less than 14pxcheck

check

times

Contributes to eye fatiguetimes

Users with visual acuity can’t read 

effectivelly

times

Do Don’t

6

Use a larger font size
Text size is one of the most common usability and accessibility issues. Small text is hard to read 

for a big slice of the population.



Buttons

02.



Do Don’t

What is your favorite animal?

Tiger Bear Serval BullLion

What is your favorite animal?

chevron-upTiger

Lion


Bear


Serval


Bull

Tiger


Do Don’t

All options are visible

Quicker to choose

The interaction is slower

Hidden options

check

check

times

times
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Prioritize Button Groups
Provide an intuitive response to your users by showing all the options available. 

Only use drop-downs for 6 items or more.



Travel to Maldives

The Maldives are the stuff 
dreams are made of - as in 
dream vacations inspired by 
those impossibly perfect 
pictures you've seen.

Know more Buy

Travel to Maldives

The Maldives are the stuff 
dreams are made of - as in 
dream vacations inspired by 
those impossibly perfect 
pictures you've seen.

Know more Buy

The CTA is the most prominent

Secondary buttons less attention grabbers

No visual distinction between buttonscheck

check

times

Doesn’t have any hierarchytimes

Do Don’t

Travel to Maldives

The Maldives are the stuff 
dreams are made of - as in 
dream vacations inspired by 
those impossibly perfect 
pictures you've seen.

Know more Buy

Travel to Maldives

The Maldives are the stuff 
dreams are made of - as in 
dream vacations inspired by 
those impossibly perfect 
pictures you've seen.

Know more Buy

9

Clear Call-to-Action
Make sure that the user understands what's the primary or secondary action on the screen




Do

Easy to read and identify

One line text button

Reduced legibilitycheck

check

times

Two line text buttontimes

Visually less appealing times

Don’t

Trip to Maldives
The Maldives are the stuff dreams are made of - as in 
dream vacations inspired by those impossibly perfect 
pictures you've seen.

Know more 
about

Trip to Maldives
The Maldives are the stuff dreams are made of - as in 
dream vacations inspired by those impossibly perfect 
pictures you've seen.

Know more

10

Don’t Wrap Labels
The call-to-action (CTA) button labels shouldn’t be wrapping. That reduces legibility and looks 

terrible. Keep one-line text to increase the read and appearance.



Colors
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The Best Sushi 
Food

Learn everything about the best 
restaurants of fancy sushi in Lisbon, 
Portugal. They are made with the 
best quality and fresh fish and 
products. You will want to eat it 
everyday.

Do Don’t

The Best Sushi 
Food

Learn everything about the best 
restaurants of fancy sushi in Lisbon, 
Portugal. They are made with the 
best quality and fresh fish and 
products. You will want to eat it 
everyday.

Easy to read

Better contrast colors

Easy to identify what is the content

Harder to read

Low contrast color

Difficult to identify the content

check

check

check

times

times

times
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Check your text contrast
Make sure the colors you use on the text have good contrast between the color of the 

background. The text should be legible for the users. You can check the colors online at 

Contrast Checker

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/


Fit Gym
Do you want to be healthy? We have alot of news for 
you. On Fit Gym we will help you to get some good 
habits and get the body you always wanted. Come a...

Know more

Fit Gym
Do you want to be healthy? We have alot of news for 
you. On Fit Gym we will help you to get some good 
habits and get the body you always wanted. Come a...

Know more

Do

Button text contrasts with button 

background color

Good color contrast

Button text color makes it almost impossible to 

read with purple background

check

Easy to readcheck

check

times

Don’t
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Use a good combination of colors
Some combinations work better than others. Be mindful about using two or more high-contrast 

colors together, which can cause some legibility issues with your users.



Do Don’t

Do Don’t

Make 
Better UI 
Design

Colors harmony

Easy too look

Colors don’t match

Hard too look for long time

check

check

times

times

Do Don’t

Make 
Better UI 
Design

14

Use matching palette colors
When creating a page, we need to use the colors carefully. Using a colors generator like  

or    help you to find colors that look good together.Coolors.co My Color.Space

https://coolors.co/
https://mycolor.space/


Images
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Fancy Sushi

Fancy Sushi

Learn everything about the best restaurants of fancy 
sushi in Lisbon, Portugal. They are made with the best 
quality and fresh fish and products. You will want to 
eat it everyday.

Learn everything about the best restaurants of fancy 
sushi in Lisbon, Portugal. They are made with the best 
quality and fresh fish and products. You will want to 
eat it everyday.

See more

See more

Ideal aspect ratio 

Easy to identify the content of the image

Bad aspect ratiotimes

Hard to identify the content of the 
image

check

check times

Do Don’t
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Image Distortion
It is important to keep the image as it is. Always display images at their intended aspect ratio 

to avoid distortion. 



Activities

Learn more

To achieve the best results, use a heavy weight, with 

fewer reps to increase strength and muscle mass, or 

use lighter weights (or simply your body weight) with 

explosive plyometric movements to develop your 

power and speed. Box Jump. Plank. Bench Press. 

Treadmill Interval Sprints. Bosu Squats. Foam Roller.

Fit Gym

Do you want to be healthy? We have alot of news 
for you. On Fit Gym we will help you to get some...

Activities

Learn more

To achieve the best results, use a heavy weight, with 

fewer reps to increase strength and muscle mass, or 

use lighter weights (or simply your body weight) with 

explosive plyometric movements to develop your 

power and speed. Box Jump. Plank. Bench Press. 

Treadmill Interval Sprints. Bosu Squats. Foam Roller.

Fit Gym

Do you want to be healthy? We have alot of news 
for you. On Fit Gym we will help you to get some...

Easy to read

High legibility

Harder to readtimes

Low legibility

check

check times

Do Don’t
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Overlay
When we want to put some text on an image, we should prepare to read it fast.



Best Suhsi in Lisbon Best Suhsi in Lisbon

Learn everything about the best 
restaurants of fancy sushi in Lisbon, 
Portugal. They are made with the 
best quality and fresh fish and 
products. You will want to eat it 
everyday.

Learn everything about the best 
restaurants of fancy sushi in Lisbon, 
Portugal. They are made with the 
best quality and fresh fish and 
products. You will want to eat it 
everyday.

Learn everything about the best 
restaurants of fancy sushi in Lisbon, 
Portugal. They are made with the 
best quality and fresh fish and 
products. You will want to eat it 
everyday.

Know more Know more

High-resolution

Looks good on Retina displays

Low quality imagetimes

Blurry effect on Retina displays

check

check times

Do Don’t
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High Resolution
Provide high-resolution of all image assets. Images that are not @2x and @3x will appear 

blurry on the Retina display. You can find good resolution free photos in  or Unsplash  Pexels

https://unsplash.com/
https://www.pexels.com/


Icons
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Don’t

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Home Location Favorite Profile

Do

Same collection (family) icons

Have a visual consistency

Different icon familiy

Icons don’t combine with each other

check

check

times

times

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $
Home Location Favorite Profile

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

20

Consistent Icon Family
The icons must have the same style to maintain a visual consistency for the project. So, having 

more than one icon family in your website/application is not a good idea.


,  or , is a good set, and you can find more.Font Awesome Flaticon The Noun Project

https://fontawesome.com/icons
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://thenounproject.com/


Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Do Don’t

Labels with icons ensure that the 
meaning is conveyed efficiently and 
consistently understood

Icons without labels are often 
misunderstood and may cause 
confusion

check times
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Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Home Location Favorite Profile

Use Labels to Clarify Abstract Icons
Icons with labels make information easier to scan. But to be effective, they need to be in the 

right place. For icons to serve as a visual scanning aid, users need to see them before seeing 

the label.



Do Don’t

Icon according to the natural reading 
order (to the left)

Icon placed at the right sidecheck

Icon aligned with the label’s headingcheck

Users can scan the page easilycheck

times
Icon centered vertically with the text 
content

times

22

Pizza Paradise

Pizza Paradise

This pizza is awesome!

We added natural ingredients

for your eating pleasure

Pizza Paradise

Pizza Paradise
This pizza is awesome!

We added natural ingredients

for your eating pleasure

Icons with labels
Icons with labels make information easier to scan. But to be effective they need to be in the 

right place. In order for icons to serve as a visual scanning aid, users need to see them before 

they see the label.
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Forms



General InformationPersonal Information

Delivery Address

Name Name

Address

Address

Phone Phone

Country

Country

Email Email

Pamela Luís Pamela Luís

+351 +351

pamela@gmail.com pamela@gmail.com

Rua Bartolomeu nº5

Rua Bartolomeu nº5

Portugal

Portugal

Do

Distinction between groups of information

Clear indications

Easy to read

Easy for the user to know what to do

No separation between other type 

of information

Looks like an endless list

check

Group titlecheck

check

check

check

The layout is visually more appealingcheck

times

times

Needs to go back and forth to see 

which fields are completed

times

Don’t

24

Group related information
The users will find what they need to do much easier if we combine the content.


It provides a way to scan information that is required at a high level and a sense of how the 

data within a form is related.



Basic Details

Payment

Name

Phone

Email

Address

ContinueBack

Pamela Jackson

+351 900342432

pamela@gmail.com

Rua Bartolomeu nº5

Name

Card Number

Phone

Email

Address

Pamela Jackson

Pamela Jackson

+351 900342432

pamela@gmail.com

Rua Bartolomeu nº5

Do

check

check

check

times

Don’t

check 2

Products Basic Details Payment

3

Better sense of ending

check There is a step completed, a step where the user 

is, and the number of steps left ahead

More focused

Know where the user is

Long list of information to fill

times All 50+ questions on the same page

times Users might feel lost

times Users might feel overwhelmed by the quantity of 

information

25

Use steps for long forms
If you have a long set of questions for your users, consider dividing them into steps.


This way, it can help them focus one step at a time and go back quickly. That also helps to 

visualize how many steps were done and how many are remaining.



Name

Basic Details Basic Details

(Optional)Phone

Email

Address

Save Save

Pamela Jackson

+351 900342432

pamela@gmail.com

Rua Bartolomeu nº5

Name

Phone

Email

Address

required

Pamela Jackson

Pamela Jackson

+351 900342432

pamela@gmail.com

Rua Bartolomeu nº5

check

times

The user understand which information is not 

necessary

check Less visual noise on the form

check Use (optional) if you have more required fields All required fields have an asterisk

times The optional is not mentioned

times Some users might not understand what the 

asterisk means 

times More difficult to understand which ones are 

optional

Do Don’t

26

Optional instead of required
Indication of optional fields is useful when most fields are required. Use it in case you have 

more required fields than optional ones.



07.
Spacing



Don’t

Personal Information Personal Information

Name
Name16px

8px
8px
8px

8px

8px

8px

8px

24px

24px

24px

8px

8px

8px

Phone

Phone

Email

Email

Save

Save

Pamela Luís
Pamela Luís

+351

+351

pamela@gmail.com

pamela@gmail.com

Do Don’t

Readability

Visual appeal

Less user error


Harder to read

Form confusion

check

Different vertical space to input and 

label

check

check

check

times

Vertical space is the same between 

label and input

times

times

Prone to form errorstimes

Longer time to completetimes

28

Importance of spacing in forms
The negative space between the labels and inputs needs to be different from the distance 

between inputs. That helps understanding which input the label belongs quickly.



Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Salmon

12,99 $

plus

Poke Salmon

12,99 $

plus

Poke Ebi


12,99 $

plus

Poke Ebi


12,99 $

plusContent aligned to the grid

Professional look

Elements not snapped to the grid

Harder to understand the relation 

between the elements

check

check

Consistent spacingcheck

times

times

Uglier layouttimes

Do Don’t

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Spicy Tuna

12,99 $

plus

Poke Salmon

12,99 $

plus

Poke Salmon

12,99 $

plus

Poke Ebi


12,99 $

plus

Poke Ebi


12,99 $

plus

Produts Produts

bars bars2x 2x

29

Design with a grid
Great designs use them. Grids can define structure, hierarchy, and rhythm in the design.


They also can make you think more rationally about positioning, sizing, and spacing. You can 

find a good grid library at Grid.kkuistore

https://grid.kkuistore.com/


Fancy Sushi

See more

See more

Fancy Sushi

Learn everything about the best restaurants of fancy 
sushi in Lisbon, Portugal. They are made with the best 
quality and fresh fish and products. You will want to 
eat it everyday.

Learn everything about the best restaurants of fancy 
sushi in Lisbon, Portugal. They are made with the best 
quality and fresh fish and products. You will want to 
eat it everyday.

Vertical space between elements

Visually more appealing

No vertical spacecheck

check

Improved readabilitycheck

times

Cluttered contenttimes

Harder to readtimes

Do Don’t

30

More space between text
Use more space to separate blocks of text to improve legibility and content understanding.



Tables



ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

Ann Jordan

John Smith

Eloise Jackson

Sarah  Miller

Mark Page

Mark Page

Tom Foster

Ux Design


UI Design


Marketing


Ux Design


Developer


UI Design


Marketing


Developer


Developer


UI design

23 Fev 2021


18 Fev 2021


15 Fev 2021


03 Fev 2021


22 Jan 2021


11 Jan 2021


04 Dec 2021


03 Nov 2021


03 Nov 2021

Peter Jones

Ellen Snow

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

Ann Jordan

John Smith

Eloise Jackson

Sarah  Miller

Mark Page

Tom Foster

Ux Design


UI Design


Marketing


Ux Design


Developer


UI Design


Marketing


Developer


Developer

23 Fev 2021


18 Fev 2021


15 Fev 2021


03 Fev 2021


22 Jan 2021


11 Jan 2021


04 Dec 2021


03 Nov 2021


03 Nov 2021

Peter Jones

Kim Person

Ellen Snow

ellipsis-vKim Person

Fixed header Where is the table header?check
Knows which column is related to the valuecheck

times
User may not know what column he is lookingtimes

Do Don’t
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User sort-upsort-down sort-upsort-down sort-upsort-downJob Active

Use fixed headers
Fixing the header on long tables helps to provide context on what column the user is on.



Horizontal lines between rows No lines between rowscheck

Helps users keep their place when scanning long 

horizontal datasets

check

times

Harder to scantimes

Do Don’t

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v ellipsis-v

Ann Jordan Mark Page

John Smith Ann Jordan

Eloise Jackson John Smith

Sarah  Miller Eloise Jackson

Mark Page Ellen Snow

Tom Foster Tom Foster

Ux Design


UI Design


Marketing


Ux Design


Developer


UI Design


Marketing

Developer


Marketing


Ux Design


UI Design


Marketing


UI Design


Ux Design

#001


#002


#003


#004


#005


#006


#007

#005


#003


#001


#002


#007


#006


#004Ellen Snow Sarah Miller

UserInvoice sort-upsort-downsort-upsort-down sort-upsort-downJob UserInvoice Job

33

Row Styles
Like zebra background or lines, row styles can help users keep their place while they scan large 

quantities of horizontal data. Use them when you have a lot of information.



mouse-pointer mouse-pointer

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

ellipsis-v

Ann Jordan Ann Jordan

John Smith John Smith

Eloise Jackson Eloise Jackson

Sarah  Miller Sarah  Miller

Mark Page Mark Page

Tom Foster Tom Foster

Ux Design


UI Design


Marketing


Ux Design


Developer


UI Design


Marketing

Ux Design


UI Design


Marketing


Ux Design


Developer


UI Design


Marketing

#001


#002


#003


#004


#005


#006


#007

#001


#002


#003


#004


#005


#006


#007Ellen Snow Ellen Snow

UserInvoice sort-upsort-downsort-upsort-down sort-upsort-downJob UserInvoice sort-upsort-downsort-upsort-down sort-upsort-downJob

Easier to change the data without 

navigating

Know immediatly that’s clickable

Hard to change data without navigating

It’s dificult to know that is clickablecheck

On-click or hovered row has a background colorcheck

check

times

times

Do Don’t

34

Inline Editing
Inline editing allows the user to change data without navigating to a separate detail view.



09.

Cards



Black Jacket

$ 60,00

The new black jacket is arrive to 
the store. Get yours now and re...

Black Jacket

$ 60,00

The new black jacket is arrive to 
the store. Get yours now and re...

Black Jacket

$ 60,00

The new black jacket is arrive to 
the store. Get yours now and re...

Black Jacket

$ 60,00

The new black jacket is arrive to 
the store. Get yours now and re...

Do

Strong visual cue

No visual distinction between 

elements

Attracts the user’s attention
Low click through rate

Faster to recognize

check

Bold title and pricecheck times

check
times

Lack of visual cuetimes
check

Don’t

36

Content needs visual hierarchy
Content in cards should have a visual hierarchy as well. Play with font size, colors, and 

font-weight to convey different levels of importance.



Team B

John Paul

Derek Fields

Stephen Porter

Malvin Silva

Cameron Leon

DF

SP

MS

CL

Team A

Joe Doe whatsapp whatsapp

whatsapp

whatsapp

whatsapp

whatsapp

paper-plane paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

paper-plane

whatsapp

whatsapp

whatsapp

whatsapp

whatsapp

Eloise Fields

Stephen Porter

Malvin Silva

Cameron Leon

Derek Fields

Stephen Porter

Malvin Silva

Cameron Leon

DF

SP

MS

CL

Team A

Team B

Joe Doe

Eloise Fields

Stephen Porter

Malvin Silva

Cameron Leon

Do Don’t

Save more space

Easy to read

The layout is better appealing

Adding more space than it needs to

Looks less cohesivecheck

Group similar itemscheck

check

check

times
times

37

Sometimes a list is better
If you have content that is similar somehow, try to group it and make a list of it.


It will give a homogenous visual style.



Joe DoeJoe Doe

Eloise FieldsEloise Fields

john@email.comjohn@email.com

eloise@email.comeloise@email.com

Message JohnMessage John

Message John

John loves to read, travel and walk 
with his three dogs...
John loves to read, travel and walk 
with his three dogs...

Eloise loves ice cream and read 
outside her home...
Eloise loves ice cream and read 
outside her home...

Stephen Porter

Malvin Silva

Cameron Leon

SP

MS

CL

Joe Doe

Eloise Fields

john@email.com

eloise@email.com

Message John

Message John

John loves to read, 
travel and walk with 
his three dogs...

Eloise loves ice 
cream and read 
outside her home...

Members

Stephen Porter

Malvin Silva

Cameron Leon

SP

MS

CL

MembersMembers

Do Don’t

Prone to other different languages ( 

which read right-to-left)

Easier to read

Visual hierarchy

If designed to other languages will 

cause legibility problems 

Lacks visual hierarchy

check

check

check

times

times

38

Take content legibility in mind
If cards are set in other languages, then keep the character count and legibility in mind. 

Chinese characters take up more space than Latin scripts. If designed for other languages, it 

may cause legibility issues.



Color Contrast Checker

Patterns - Collect UI

Inspiration - Awwwards

Fonts in Use

Design System - Material Design

A Guide to Effective use of  White Space in Web Design

Google Design Guidelines

Apple Design Tips

5 Principles of Visual Design in UX

Everything you Need to Know About Spacing & Layout Grids

More Useful Links
A list of links that will help you start your path to the stars on UX/UI Design 

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
https://collectui.com/designs
https://www.awwwards.com/
https://fontsinuse.com/
https://material.io/design
https://getflywheel.com/layout/effective-use-white-space-web-design/
https://material.io/design
https://developer.apple.com/design/tips/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/principles-visual-design/
https://www.uiprep.com/blog/everything-you-need-to-know-about-spacing-layout-grids


Get To Know Us
Hi Interactive creates the best digital experiences. With a team specialized in Front-End for 

OutSystems and UX/UI, we're ready to foster your business apps. As an OutSystems Partner, 

we worked with OutSystems to develop the Silk UI Framework, and, more recently, we´re 

helping to improve the new OutSystems UI Framework. Our partners also consider us as 

masters in Design Systems, which includes Live Style Guides. Since 2013, we've delivered 

dozens of successful projects in partnership with other OutSystems Partners in various 

industries. Our purpose is to bring the best digital solutions to every business! That is our way 

to create the WOW experience!




Sharing is CARING

facebook instagram twitter linkedin youtube

If you want to know us and have a 

friendly chat, please do!


Visit Us

https://www.facebook.com/hiinteractive
https://www.instagram.com/hiinteractive/
https://twitter.com/hiinteractive
https://fontawesome.com/icons?d=gallery&p=2&q=linkdin
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCT9njSukAWtNQgpDJaYzmVw
https://www.hi-interactive.com/



